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THE LIMITLESS POWER OF TEFILAH

We know that causing machlokes – strife and disaccord – is one of the worst sins. Moshe

Rabbeinu davened for those who made the egel – idolatry – but would not daven for Korach and his camp. Yet,

we find the extraordinary fact that had Korach davened to be saved, he could have been spared. Moshe Rabbeinu

begged Hashem, “do not turn to their minchah” (16:15). The Ramban understands the word minchah to refer to

both a korban and a prayer. Rav Yechezkel Levenstein zt”l (quoted in sefer Maalos Hatefilah) finds great

inspiration for our tefilos in these words. He quotes a Medrash (Shemos Rabbah 11:1) that Hashem advised

Moshe Rabbeinu to prevent Paraoh from davening to be saved because had he done so, he and his people would

have been spared. Now let us imagine. One of our greatest enemies from within was Korach, one of our greatest

enemies from without was Paraoh. And yet, had either of them davened a sincere tefilah, they would have been

saved from a justifiably terrible fate. This should surely be a comforting promise for us when we wonder if

davening to Hashem will really help, especially if we feel that something is, G-d forbid beyond hope or that we

feel undeserving of Hashem’s attention.

Perhaps we can add something important for the efficacy of our tefilos. It is well known that the

Ari z”l taught that before davening every day we should accept upon ourselves the mitzvah of loving every Jew.

Furthermore, we know (Bava Kamma 92a) that whoever davens for someone else but is in need of the same

thing will answered first. We see from these Halachos about tefilah that our davening cannot be in a vacuum. We

must always remember that there are other people in need. My rebbe, Rav Yitzchok Hutner zt”l, was quite ill at

the end of his life and eventually passed away during that illness. Despite his weakened condition, whenever he

asked someone to daven for him, he always stressed that the prayer must be “b’soch shaar cholei Yisrael –

amongst all other sick people in Klal Yisrael.” He even added for emphasis, “if not, I want no part of the tefilah.”

On an even more subtle level, Rav Chaim Volozhiner (Nefesh Hachaim 2:11) teaches that our

ultimate kavanah in every tefilah must be for the sake of Hashem, for if we are suffering, Hashem kiveyochol is

suffering as well. The amazing part of this statement is that the Gemara (Sanhedrin 46a) records Hashem’s

description of His suffering in relation to someone who is being executed in Bais Din for his sin. Now we know

that capital punishment was only administered in the most extreme of circumstances. Every attempt was made to

avoid taking a life, so this person must have committed a truly horrible act. Yet, Hashem suffers with him and is

pained by his death. This may be one source for Rav Chatzkel’s teaching that tefilah helps even the worst of

offenders, since Hashem has empathy for all who suffer. Our own tefilos would also surely benefit from the

double kavanah of davening for others and also feeling Hashem’s own pain, which stems from ours (see, also

Massas Kappai 4:5). Going even further, it may be that the only reason the Torah records the failed opportunities

of Paraoh and Korach to daven was so that we could learn never to despair and how to daven effectively.
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Since a number of shaalos have come recently from Baalei Tefilos, we will discuss “Chazan questions.”

Question: If the tzibur for Shacharis was waiting for a minyan and a tenth arrived, may Kaddish be said if

everyone already said Yishtabach?

Answer: No. At the least the Chazan and preferably everyone should say three Pesukim from Pesukei D’zimra

and then Kaddish may be recited. It is forbidden to say the half Kaddish if there was no Minyan for three

Pesukim of Pesukei D’zimra or Yishtabach (Mishnah Berurah 53:11 and see also Remah 54:3 and 234:1).

Question: I have seen some Baalei Tefilah bow at various parts of Kaddish and others do not. Which is correct?

Answer: The Shulchan Aruch (56:4) rules that the Chazan should bow at “Yisgdal,” “Yehei Shmei Rabbah,”

“Brich hu,” and “d’aamiran b’olma.” Others add at “Yisbarach.” However, the Gra (Vilna Gaon) holds that we

should not bow at all during Kaddish since we “are not permitted to add to the ‘bowings’ we do during

Shemoneh Esray. In fact, Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt”l did not bow during Aleinu for this reason

(Halichos Shlomo, page 125). Since this is such a major machlokes between Poskim, we allow both without

preference.

Question: What about bending for Borchu? Doesn’t everyone do that?

Answer: The Biur Halacha (113:3) states that this is a proper minhag Yisrael and we should bend slightly and

straighten up at Hashem’s name. However, many Sephardim (see Ohr L’tzion 2:5:13) do not bend at all because

of the Gra’s objection mentioned above. The Ashkenazic minhag is to bend as detailed earlier.

Question: When saying Kaddish Sholeim, when should the chazzan say “Oseh Sholom”?

Answer: He should first take three steps back and then say Oseh Sholom.

Question: Should the Chazan say Go’al Yisrael loud or not? I keep hearing different opinions.

Answer: We have discussed this several times in the past but will briefly review the opinions. There is a

disagreement between the Mechaber and the Remah if one should answer amein to this bracha. The Mechaber

says no and the Remah says yes (66:7) The Mishneh Berurah suggests that one should say Go’al Yisrael

simultaneously with the Chazan to avoid the issue. Rav Yosef Elyahu Henkin zt”l (Edus L’yisrael, page 154)

was adamant that we are not yotzei tefilah b’tzibur if the Chazan does not say the bracha loud enough to be

heard, although we should not answer amein. Many chazanim drop their voice slightly as a reminder that one

should not answer amein but Rav Henkin points out that even if one did, he will simply be following the opinion

of the Rema. The Teshuvos Vehanhagos (1:105) agrees with Rav Henkin, as is the minhag in Lakewood,

following the opinion of Rav Aharon Kotler zt”l. It seems that this is the position of the Mishnah Berurah

(66:35), as well as Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt”l (Halichos Shlomo, page 93). One opinion (Kobetz M’bais

Levi, 6:24) even holds that one should not drop his voice at all since this is disrespectful to the bracha. The

minhag of our Shul is to say the bracha out loud but the Chazan may drop his voice slightly if he wishes.
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